Considering complex n-dimension Calabi-Yau homogeneous hyper-surfaces Hn with discrete torsion and using Berenstein and Leigh algebraic geometry method, we study Fractional D-branes that result from stringy resolution of singularities. We first develop the method introduced in hep-th/0105229 and then build the non commutative (NC) geometries for orbifolds O = Hn/Z n n+2 with a discrete torsion matrix t ab = exp[ . We also give graphic rules to represent O (nc) by quiver diagrams which become completely reducible at orbifold singularities. It is also shown that regular points in these NC geometries are represented by polygons with (n + 2) vertices linked by (n + 2) edges while singular ones are given by (n + 2) non connected loops. We study the various singular spaces of quintic orbifolds and analyze the varieties of fractional D branes at singularities as well as the spectrum of massless fields. Explicit solutions for the NC quintic Q (nc) are derived with details and general results for complex n dimension orbifolds with discrete torsion are presented.
with a discrete torsion matrix t ab = exp[ i2π n+2
(η ab − η ba )], η ab ∈ SL(n, Z). We show that the NC manifolds O (nc) are given by the algebra of functions on the real (2n + 4) Fuzzy torus T . We also give graphic rules to represent O (nc) by quiver diagrams which become completely reducible at orbifold singularities. It is also shown that regular points in these NC geometries are represented by polygons with (n + 2) vertices linked by (n + 2) edges while singular ones are given by (n + 2) non connected loops. We study the various singular spaces of quintic orbifolds and analyze the varieties of fractional D branes at singularities as well as the spectrum of massless fields. Explicit solutions
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Introduction
Recently some interest has been given to build non commutative (NC) extensions of Calabi-Yau orbifolds O with discrete torsion [1] - [10] . These NC manifolds, which are involved in the twisted sector of type II string compactification, go beyond the standard non commutative R n θ and NC T k θ torii examples considered in brane physics [11] - [16] . They offer a manner to resolve non geometric stringy singularities [17] , present a natural framework to study fractional D branes [18] - [23] and provide insight into the relationship between discrete torsion and the T-dual B field [46] - [48, 49] . The basic idea of this construction may be summarized as follows: the usual closed string compact target subspace O ∼ M/G, From the algebraic geometry point of view, the NC manifold O nc is covered by a finite set of holomorphic matrix coordinate patches U (α) = {Z [1, 2] . This idea was successfully used to build NC ALE spaces and some realizations of Calabi-Yau threefolds (CY3) such as the quintic threefolds Q. In this regards it was shown that the NC quintic Q nc extending Q, when expressed in the coordinate patch Z 5 = I id , is
given by the following special algebra,
(1.1)
where α, β and γ are fifth roots of the unity, the parameters of the Z 3 5 discrete group. The Z i 's are the generators of A nc . One of the main features of this non commutative algebra is that its centre Z(Q nc ) coincides exactly with Q, the commutative quintic threefolds. In [2] , a special solution for this algebra using 5 × 5 matrices has been obtained and in [24] a class of solutions for eqs(1.1), depending on the orbifold group charge vectors, has been worked out and some partial results regarding higher dimensional CY hypersurfaces were given.
In this paper, we study other aspects of NCCY orbifolds with discrete torsion completing the partial results obtained in [2, 24] - [17] ; but also explore new issues such the connection between NC geometry and fractional D branes or the link between discrete torsion and rational tori . More precisely we will compute the explicit dependence of NCCY orbifolds in the discrete torsion of the orbifold group and study the varieties of the fractional D branes at singularities. We show that the Berenstein and Leigh (BL) construction is just a NC torus fibration with base the CY orbifold in complete agreement with the idea of emergent dimension developed recently in [46] , see also [47] . The result concerning NC torus fibration can be directly seen on eqs (1.1) which, for the case of generic complex d dimension CY hypersurfaces, can be rewritten formally as Z i Z j = α ij Z j Z i . A careful inspection of the solution of these eqs, shows that they describe a fibration whose base is indeed the H d commutative space and a fiber given by a NC rational torus defined as,
Throughout this paper, we will also show that the origin of these rational torii is due to a nice property of Z n+2 orbifolds, which induce a NC torus fibration on H d . In particular, we show that the NC structure has two sources: (i) either induced by quantum symmetries as usual or (ii) by considering NC complex one cycles as in the CDS solution for Matrix model compactification of M theory [11] . Both solutions lead to a finite number of fractional D branes and provide a new way to think about the B field.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we review some general features of the commutative quintic and develop its non commutative extensions using the constrained method. We also complete partial results obtained in literature. The analysis we will develop in this section applies as well to all CY hypersurfaces and moreover to CY manifolds embedded in toric varieties [33] . In section 3, we develop non commutative geometry induced by discrete torsion and work out the full class of torsion dependent solutions for NC quintic. In section 4, we use this result to derive general solutions for the NCCY orbifolds. This analysis recovers the results of [17] as special cases. We also study the symmetries of the moduli space of NC solutions we have obtained and discuss the varieties of fractional D branes as well as the full spectrum of massless fields on the D branes. In section 5, we collect some general results on NC complex d-dimensional CY orbifolds with a discrete torsion matrix
and study the various classes of varieties of fractional D branes at singularities. The NC manifolds are given by the algebra of functions on the Fuzzy torus T 2d β ab , where
. In section 6, we give our conclusion.
NC Quintic Q nc
In this section, we study the algebraic geometry approach for building NC quintic by using constraint eqs method. This analysis applies as well to any complex d dimension CY homogeneous hypersurface P d+2 (z 1 , . . . , z d+2 ) = 0 embedded in CP d+1 . Among the results we will derive here, we prove that the NC quintic obtained by Berenstein and Leigh is a special torus fibration based on Q. We show that orbifolds of the quintic are characterized by a SL(3, Z) matrix η ab whose antisymmetric part encodes discrete torsions of the Z This constraint eq is a necessary condition required by invariance under eqs(2.2) of the a 0 5 i=1 z i monomials of eq(2.1). It ensures that the holomorphic hypersurface (2.1) is indeed a CY manifold.
Note in passing that the constraint eq(2.4) is just the analogue of the vanishing of the first Chern class of the quintic (c 1 (Q) = 0) in differential geometry language. It is also the condition under which the underlying 2d effective field theory flows in the infrared to a CFT 2 [34, 35] . Orbifolds of the quintic with respect to Z 3 5 are as usual obtained by identifying points that are related under the transformations (2.2). Here we will show that such orbifolds are completely characterized by the q a i charges and an SL(3, Z) matrix η ab and for general hypersurfaces by matrices in SL(n, Z). For symmetric matrices η ab ; that is η ab = η ba , one gets orbifolds without discrete torsion while for non symmetric η ab s, there is a discrete torsion. The idea behind this classification is that together with eqs(2.2-2. 5) with η ab the above mentioned 3 × 3 matrix of SL (3; Z). These dual charges satisfy 5 i=1 p a i = 0, following naturally from eq(2.4). The η ab matrix, which to our knowledge was not known before; turns out to play an important role in building NC geometriesà la BL. It appears here as encoding matrix of the automorphisms of characters of the orbifold group. We will show later that η ab is the carrier of the discrete torsion of the orbifold symmetry of CY Hypersurfaces. It antisymmetric part (η ab − η ba ) is related to the logarithm of the t ab torsion matrix of Z n n+2 . Moreover, as far as Q is concerned, it interesting to note that there are different kinds of orbifolds one can build depending on the orbifold 
. In addition to R 5 /Z 3 5 , we have also the two following examples of the quintic orbifolds Q [1] and Q [2] associated respectively with 
NC Quintic
A way to get NC extensions of Q by using discrete torsion is to start from the complex homogeneous hypersurface (2.1) and choose the coordinate patch z 5 = 1 and q a 5 = 0. Then associate to the {z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , z 4 } local variables, the set of 5 × 5 matrix operators {Z 1 , Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 } and Z 5 with the identity matrix I id .
The NC quintic Q nc , associated to eqs(2.1) and eqs(2.5), is a NC algebra generated by the Z i 's. This is a special subalgebra of the ring of functions on the space of matrices Mat(5, C); it reads in term of the Z i matrix generators as;
In these eqs, β ij is an invertible matrix constrained as,
These constraint eqs reflect just the property that the commutative Q should be in the centre Z(Q nc ) of eqs(2.7). In other words Q ≡ Z(Q nc ) or equivalently; 
In this case, the generators of the non commutative quintic Q nc satisfy the following algebra:
Putting α = ω k1−k3 , β = ω k1−k2 and γ = ω k3 , one discovers the algebra of [2] given by eqs(2.1).
Moreover the solution of these eqs read, up to a normalization factor, as: 14) where x i are as in eqs(2.1), ̟ is the complex conjugate of ω and where 
NC Geometry and Discrete Torsion
In quantum physics, non commutativity appears in different ways and has various origins and different interpretations [36, 11, 12] ; see also [37, 38, 39] . In effective field theoretical models at very low energies, such as in the Chern Simons model of the fractional quantum Hall effect [48, 49] , NC geometry is generated by a strong constant external magnetic field B which couple the two position vectors x i (t) of electrons as Bε ij x i (t)
∂t . Heisenberg quantization rule leads to a non vanishing commutator for these position vectors; i.e
BνL , where ν L = 1 k is the Laughlin filling factor. For large value of B (∼ 15 Tesla), the quantum properties of the system of electrons are described by a NC ChernSimons gauge theory on a D2 brane. Such a two dimensional condensed matter phase has received recently an important interest due to similarities with solitons built up with systems of D branes of type IIA string theory. At very high energies, say around the Planck scale as in string theory, non commutativity is generated by the NS B µν antisymmetric field and is linked to the existence of open strings ending on D branes with a dynamics governed by a boundary conformal invariance [12] . This issue has been subject to much interest during the few last years in connection with the derivation of non commutative ADHM solitons [16] and the study of the tachyon condensation by following the GMS method [27, 28] . In M theory, NC geometry comes as a non trivial solution in the study of the matrix model torus compactification. Here also NC geometry is generated by an antisymmetric field; the eleven dimensional gauge three form field C µνρ [11] . Elements g 1 and g 1 of the group of automorphism symmetries of the matrix model on a two torus T 2 are in general governed by the central relation
taken to be proportional to the identity operator; that is g 1 g 2 g
as required by the Schur lemma [11, 14] .
In quantum mathematics, NC geometry is viewed as an algebraic structure M [X 1 , . . . , X N ] going beyond the usual C [x 1 , . . . , x N ] commutative one with the ideal {x i x j = x j x i }. Formally, the generic commutation relations of the generators of the quantum algebra M [X 1 , . . . , X N ], may be written as
,where r KL IJ (X) and b IJ (X) are some polynomials in X I which may be thought of as [40, 41] ;
In the limit → 0, r
, one gets respectively the canonical commutator, the Lie algebra bracket and the quantum Yang-Baxter spaces [36] . The NC structure we are dealing with here corresponds to an other special situation where b IJ (x) = 0 and,
with β IJ is a root of unity. This NC geometry is generated by the discrete torsion matrix of the orbifold group Z 3 5 and has much to do with NC Fuzzy tori representations. Since discrete torsion is involved in string compactifications on orbifolds and twisted string sectors, one expects that this NC structure plays some role in string theory on orbifolds and more generally in supersymmetric field theories on orbifolds.
As we shall show by explicit analysis, see section 4, NC geometry induced by discrete torsion leads to fractional D branes at orbifold singularities and offers a new way to resolve non geometric singularities.
Points of the usual geometry are replaced by polygons in the NC case.
To get the right link between discrete torsion and NC orbifold solutions, in particular quintic ones given above, let us reconsider the solutions eqs(2.14) and explore their structure. To do so we shall first show that the NC solution (2.14) are not so general as claimed in [24] as these solutions form just a special class of a more general set of solutions involving general representations of Z 3 5 . We will then begin by giving some results regarding regular representations of Z 3 5 ; after that we present our general discrete torsion dependent solution.
More on Solutions (2.14)
Eqs(2.14) involve various group elements of the representation of Z 5 namely the P ω k 1 , P ω k 2 and P ω k 3 commuting operators and powers of Q. These five dimensional matrices system {P ω k 1 , P ω k 2 , P ω k 3 , Q} have the following torsion matrices,
where we have set θ µν = −5i 2π log t µν . Therefore discrete torsion exist whenever at least one of the k a integers is non zero. Moreover since P α P β = P αβ , it follows that the expression of the Z i s may also be written as Z i = x i ⊗ T i ,where the T i 's are five dimensional matrices realized as,
where we have set P = P ω and where the numbers r a with E a s and J a s given by
(3.5)
These are respectively the generators of Z 
Torsion and NC rational torus
The solution Z i = x i ⊗ T i may be given a remarkable geometric interpretation. The Z i s are the local coordinates of a NC fiber bundle whose base is a Chart of CP 4 and its fiber is a NC rational torus T 2 .
Generic points of this NC variety are then parameterized as (x i ; P ω 1 , Q ω 1 ; P ω 2 , Q ω 2 ; P ω 3 , Q ω 3 ) where now P ω a and Q ω a are viewed as the cycles of a rational torus
and where ω 5 a = 1. This representation shows clearly that discrete torsion associated with each Z 5 subgroup factor induces a 2d NC torus fibration of the quintic. Since this 2d NC rational torus is finite dimensional 2 , the original commutative coordinates z i 1 are now replaced by 5 × 5 matrices as
where we have used the {e ij = |i >< j|} matrix basis{|i >} and {< j|}, with < j|i >= δ ij . In the case the three Z 5 factors are taken into account, one has a 6d NC torus fibration. In this case, the matrices are of order 5 3 and then the k and l indices in the expansion (3.7) should be thought of as multi-indices;
that is k = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 ) and l = (l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ).
Branes
Due to discrete torsion, we see form the above eq that the algebraic structure of the D-branes wrapping the compact manifold change. Brane points {z i } of commutative geometry become now fibers based on {z i } and valued in the group representation D Z 3 5 as shown on eq(3.7). Following [17] , this solution has a nice interpretation in terms of quiver diagrams. Associating to each e kl matrix vector basis, a segment [k, l] oriented from k to l (an arrow − → kl) and to each e kk = π k ≡ |k >< k| projector, a loop starting and ending at the position k as shown on the following table, one may draw a quiver diagram for each Z i matrix generator of the NC algebra.
Operators Diagrams
Using these rules, one sees that for the quintic the generic quiver diagram for the Z i operators is given by a polygon with five vertices (a pentagon) and in general twenty links joining the various vertices; see figure 1. Since matrix basis vectors type e k(k+n) = |k >< k + n| can be usually decomposed as
, one concludes that points in NC quintic geometry are roughly speaking described by pentagons. On the NC quintic the D-branes acquire an internal structure and consequently singularities of the original commutative manifolds are resolved by NC geometry.
Discrete Torsion Matrix of Z 3 5
Here we want to study general D Z 3 5 representations in presence of torsion and derive their link with complex three dimension NC rational torus T 6 ω . We also give the quiver diagrams associated with these representations. To that purpose, we shall first consider the simplest situation where all Z 5 factors commute amongst themselves; then we discuss the case where they do not commute.
Free torsion case
Naively, the geometric symmetry Z 3 5 can be seen as the product of three abelian Z 5 group factors whose generators may be defined by help of the tensor product as follows:
The E a s are the generators of the three Z 5 factors of Z 3 5 ; they satisfy the cyclic property E 5 a = I D(G) following from the individual identities P 5 a = I id . Since they are commuting operators, E a .E b = E b .E a , they can be diagonalized simultaneously in the same basis {|a, i >; 1 ≤ a ≤ 3; 1 ≤ i ≤ 5}. As such the P a s can be thought of as in eq(2.15) and E a s as diagonal blocks of matrices. Using the convention notation a + na = |a, n >< a, n + 1|, a − na = |a, n + 1 >< a, n|, π na = a + na a − na and the graphic representations of figure 2 , it is not difficult to see that group elements of Z 5 and their automorphisms can be decomposed as follows,
For explicit computations, we shall drop out the index a by working in special five dimensional matrix realizations. 
Fig2b is an oriented pentagon representing Q automorphism operator while fig2c is its inverse.
Note that in absence of torsion generic elements of Z 
3 , where the γ i1i2i3 coefficients are such that γ i1i2i3 5 = 1.
Since the group multiplication law gg ′ of elements g and g ′ of Z 3 5 is defined as usual by performing multiplications of individual elements; that is gg
we have E can be expressed as powers of E a s, we will focus our attention now on the monomials
Discrete Torsion
In presence of discrete torsion 3 , the g a elements of the three Z 5 factors of Z satisfy then,
where t ab is the torsion matrix between the three Z 5 factors of the orbifold group. Note that this relation is quite similar to the one defining the rational torus T 2 ω1 eq(3.6). Instead of one Z 5 , we have now the full Z 3 5 orbifold group. Eq(3.11)define a complex three dimension NC rational torus T 6 ϑ where a priori 3 With one Z 5 factor, one has discrete torsion induced by quantum symmetry. Here we discuss the general case of discrete torsion between the various geometric orbifold subgroup factors of Z 3 5 .
the six real cycles are non commuting. Moreover, like for the E a s, the F a s satisfy equally F 5 a = I D(Z 3 5 ) requiring that the matrix torsion should be of the form t ab = exp i 2π 5 θ ab ,where θ ab is antisymmetric 3 × 3 matrix with integer entries.
Representations
There are different ways to represent eq(3.11) by using tensor products or/and direct sums involving the d a dimension matrix generators E a of the three D (Z 5 ) and the Q a automorphisms rotating their characters. In the case where one uses tensor products, the matrix representation we get has dimension d = d 1 d 2 d 3 containing as a particular case the solutions obtained in [2, 24] . To see how this representation is built, we introduce the following parameterization of torsion θ ab = η ab − η ba where η ab is the invertible SL(3, Z) matrix considered before. Note in passing that the fact that η ab belongs to SL(3, Z) appears here as a necessary condition for consistency; but this may have a string interpretation in terms of allowed values of the NS B field along the rational elliptic fibers.
This parameterization allows us to rewrite eq(3.11) as ω η ba F a F b = ω η ab F b F a whose matrix solution reads as 12) where the P a s and the Q a s are as in eq(2.15) with P a Q b = α a Q b P a δ ab and α a fifth roots of unity.
Note that for symmetric η ab , the F a s commute as seen on (??) and the orbifold has no discrete torsion.
To fix the ideas, we set for simplicity α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = ω and consider the special case where the three basis of the three representation factors of
and so P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = P and
Q with a realization as in eqs(3.6). Thus the F a s reduce to:
This matrix representation has an a 5 3 order and satisfies F 5 a = I. It extends eqs(3.9) which appears as special cases. Indeed, the d dimensional generic representations of the F a s shows that it is possible to build different realizations for F a generators (3.12). The representation eqs(2.13) and (3.4) built in [24] , correspond to take (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) equal to either (5, 1, 1), (1, 5, 1), or (1, 1, 5) respectively obtained by setting η a2 = η a3 = 0, η a1 = η a3 = 0 and η a1 = η a2 = 0. In all of these cases, the fiber of the NC quintic is just the NC rational torus T 2 ωa . This property may be viewed as the geometric interpretation of the codimension one fixed planes considered in [17] . In addition to these examples, there are other special cases such as the 25 dimensional matrix realizations of the F a s. They correspond to the situations where the fibration is T 
14)
They have quiver diagrams more a less similar to that of π ka , except that now we have general realizations coming from the decomposition of the identity operators. The full quiver diagram is given by the cross product of the individual graphs and one ends with higher dimensional lattices. Second, the Π (ka,k b )
and Π (k1,k2,k3) projectors on the Z 
Accordingly, the identity matrix I D(G) can be decomposed in different, but equivalent, ways as shown here below; Similar expansion to eqs(3.16) may be written down for the generators J a of the quantum symmetries.
Setting
we can write for instance J a and J a1 J a2 as follows;
While the quiver diagram for the J a is similar to that given by figures 2b, 2c and figures 3, the quiver diagrams associated with J ai J aj are obtained by taking cross products and are of type figure 4. 
General Solutions
Here we give our general solutions for NCCY orbifolds extending the ones obtained in [2, 24] . These solutions exhibit manifestly both torsion dependence and the full orbifold geometric symmetry. The solution we will derive provide novel regularizations of NC field theories on orbifolds containing as special models gauge theories embedded in string theory. To avoid repetitions, we will treat simultaneously the example quintic threefolds Q and more generally all the elements of the class of homogeneous complex n (n > 1) dimension hypersurfaces H n . To start recall that the algebraic relations defining the NC quintic Q (nc) as appeared first in [2] reads as,
where α, β, γ are fifth roots of unity. In [24] , it was noted that the above relations are very special and can generalized to any complex n-dimension holomorphic homogeneous CY hypersurfaces as
.., (n + 1) and Z i Z d+2 = Z d+2 Z i with i = 1, ..., (n + 1) and β kl s are realized as,
In this relation ω = exp i 2π n+2 and m ab is some given matrix with integer entries which remained without interpretation in [24] . Here, we will prove that m ab is equal to
where η ab is as before. The antisymmetric part of the η ab matrix encodes then torsion and it is required to belong to SL(n, Z).
More on NC Quintic
First of all note that the NC quintic and more generally NCCY hypersurfaces are no uniquely defined.
The following eqs may be also used as definitions for Q nc and H
(nc)
n ,
These eqs have also a centre that coincide exactly with H n . Therefore the two sets of matrix coordinates 
where Γ i s are matrix operators which can be directly derived by comparing eqs(4.2) and (4.4). We will give their explicit expressions later on. For the moment, let us comment the absence of a relation such 
This relation will play an important role in building the general explicit fiber dependent solutions of eqs(4.2,4.4). Indeed as F a Φ i = Φ i F a ω q a i is just the Morita transformation of (4.6), one can use it to determine Γ i . Acting by F a on (4.6) and using (4.5), one gets the following constraint on Γ i ;
where ν ia are integers.
Solutions of NC algebra
Using the matrix realization of the E a and J a generators of the rational torus fibers eqs(3.5) and (2.15) as well as the relations E
a , it is not difficult to check that the Z i s eq(4.2) are solved as,
(4.7)
Computing the products Z i Z j and Z j Z i , one gets the explicit expression of the β ij parameters namely,
Next, solving the constraint eq F a Z i = Z i F a by using eq(4.7) and the explicit expression of the . This eq requires η ab to be invertible and can be viewed a geometric way to define orbifolds. For η −1 ab antisymmetric, the orbifolds have then a discrete torsion. Finally using eq(4.9) and comparing eq(4.8) with eq(4.2), one discovers eq(4.3).
Solution of eqs(4.4):
Since the Φ i s commute, a natural solution corresponds is to take Φ i as depending uniquely of the E a s or again uniquely of J a generators. For the second case for instance, the Φ i s are realized as,
In addition to commutativity, this representation fulfills naturally
a . Moreover, comparing the two representations (4.7) and (4.11), one gets the expression of the automorphisms Γ i of eq(4.5),
where the p a i s are as in eqs(4.9).
More on Morita equivalence:
We end this discussion by noting that given a set of q a i integers, defining the charges of the z i variables under the Z n n+2 , and non symmetric n×n matrix η ab of SL(n; Z); we can build various, but Morita equivalent, realizations of the NC algebra describing H nc n where eqs(4.7) and (4.11) appear as two special coordinates basis amongst many others. If we let {F a , W i } a generic basis of H nc n related to {F a , Φ i } as W i = Ω i Φ i 4 where Ω i = Ω i (E a , J a ) are constrained as,
In these eqs, ε ij and κ ai are some given phases satisfying ε n+2 ij = κ n+2 ai = 1. In this basis, the defining relations of the NC algebra for H nc n reads as,
where τ ij , κ ai and λ ai are structure constants of the H nc n . In these eqs, the W i generators do no longer commute among themselves nor with the group representation generators F a as it was the case for eqs(4.7) and (4.11) which are recovered as two extreme situations.
Example
To fix the ideas, let consider the example of the quintic by choosing Ω i as F 3 with r a i some given integers. In this case, the structure constants appearing in eqs(4.13) and (4.14) read as;
From these relations we see that for η ab symmetric, the structure constants ε ij and κ ai are torsion free (ε ij = 1 and κ ai = 1). Note that in the {W i ; F a } basis, the generators of the NC algebra of the quintic do not commute in general; except for the two following special cases where they take remarkable forms:
(a) {F a ; Φ i } basis which is recovered by choosing the structure constants as τ
In this case, the matrix Ω i is just the inverse of Γ i ; that is Ω i = Γ −1 i eq(4.12). (b) {F a ; Z i } basis obtained from the generic {F a , W i } frame by requiring commuting Z i and F a operators. This is equivalent to seting κ ai σ ai = 1 which imply in turns,
Since the two sets of matrix generators {Z i } and {F a } decouple completely, the NC quintic A[Z i ; F a ] is then described by a trivial fibration as A[
Fractional Branes
The realization of the NC quintic we have studied here above concerns only the regular points of the algebra, that is non singular ones. In this section, we want to complete this analysis by considering the representations for singular points. This is not only important for the study of fractional branes at singularities but also for answering the question regarding the nature of fractional branes on the NC quintic and more generally on NCCY hypersurfaces. To do so, we shall first determine the various sets S (µ) of singular points of orbifolds of the quintic. Then we give the corresponding singular solutions. At first sight and as far as the full Z This property is valid for all CY hypersurfaces; no point of complex n dimensional CY hypersurfaces P(z 1 , . . . , z n+2 ) is fixed under the full Z n n+2 geometric invariance. We will therefore consider points of Q that are fixed under subgroups G [α] of Z 3 5 . Then we describe the various fractional branes living at these singularities, the corresponding quiver diagrams and the massless chiral fields of the effective theory on the D branes. As there are several subgroups G [α] in Z 3 5 , we shall fix our attention on two categories of subsymmetries; those isomorphic to Z 5 ; i.e G [1] ≃ Z 5 and those isomorphic to Z 
Fixed subspaces of Q [α]
We will consider first the spaces S (a) of fixed points under a generic Z 5 factor of Z .nm+5 (z i1 , . . . , z im ) are some given monomials in the z i1 , . . . , z im complex variables, with appropriate degrees. Let us give examples on how this works in practice.
CP 2 ⊲⊳ S 1 Fibration
A simple example for realizing fibrations of the quintic consists to rewrite P (z 1 , . . . , z 5 ) as,
where the b mn coefficients are holomorphic functions given by
The remaining others are equal to zero. Eqs(5.1,5.2) mean that the quintic may be viewed as a fibration space with base CP 2 and fiber S 1 given by, 
More details on this graphic representation of Kahler and complex resolution of ADE singularities as well as their applications in string compactifications may be found in [42, 45] .
B ⊲⊳ S 12 Fibration
The second example we want to give corresponds to the fibration B ⊲⊳ F ≡ CP 1 ⊲⊳S 12 . In this case, the analogue of the above equations read for S 12 as follows: 6) where the b mnr coefficients are as follows,
and all others are equal to zero. The equation of the singular fiber S 12 is given by z 
. Note that this subsymmetry does not affect the B 12 base space. Now introducing the following four invariant symmetry. These are given by the following A 4 eqs;
Eq(5.8) describes the case where both of the above singularities collapse; it has a nice description in terms of quiver diagrams.
Rules Same rules as in previous table.
Symmetries
Here it is represented the three graphs associated to the resolution of the singularities of the discrete symmetries reported above.
(5.10)
Note that the Z 5 ⊗ Z 5 symmetry has a total charge charge q 1 + q 2 = (2, −1, −1, 0, 0), behaving then as the Z 5 diagonal symmetry. The remaining off diagonal factor has a total charge q 1 −q 2 = (0, −1, 1, 0, 0).
Other Fibrations
Following the same method we have used for S 1 and S 12 , we can work out the other B a ⊲⊳ S a and B (ab) ⊲⊳ S (ab) quintic fibrations associated with the natural subgroups of Z 
Fibers Equations Fibers Equations
.
13 .
14 .
124 .
(5.11)
Having these results at hand, we turn now to give some details by studying the fixed spaces under the orbifold subgroups Z 5 and Z 
5.2
Fractional Branes on Q [1] As there are three manifest Z 5 subsymmetry factors in the orbifold group Z 3 5 , each one generated by an operator F a , one can write down three corresponding B a ⊲⊳ S a fibrations for the commutative quintic.
The B a spaces are the bases of the fibration and the S a s their fibers.
Consider the Z 5 subgroup generated by E 1 with q 1 i charges taken as q 1 i = (1, −1, 0, 0, 0) ; the B 1 ⊲⊳ S 1 fibration of the quintic is just that given by eqs (5.1-5.3 ). Since we are working in the coordinate patch z 5 = 1, the B 1 base is a patch of CP 2 ; that is B 1 ∼ C 2 parameterized by the z 3 and z 4 complex coordinates. The codimension two fiber S 1 is given by the following complex curve with an A 4 singularity,
Results
The B a ⊲⊳ S a fibrations of the quintic are completely determined by the q a i CY charges. The B a base manifolds are parameterized by those holomorphic coordinates z i with q a i = 0 while the S a fibers are parameterized by those complex variables with non zero q a i charges with fixed points at the origin. For the q a i 's taken as in eq(2.3), we have the following results collected in the table eq(5.13). 
and for B 1 base,
As one sees, once the limit to the singular point is taken, the non vanishing matrix field moduli Φ i , i = 3, 4, 5 are proportional to the identity (
. This is a very remarkable feature at singularity and has algebraic and brane interpretations.
Fractional branes on R
To fix the ideas, let start from the D9 brane of type IIB string wrapped on the quintic Q. Let (x µ ; y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ) denote the D9 coordinates with x µ = x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 being the longitudinal non compact variables ( representing a D3 brane embedded in D9) and the y i 's the compact transverse complex coordinates of the wrapped D9 branes (D9 ∼ D3 × Q). In the coordinate patch z 5 = z 4 = 1, the y coordinates may be imagined as related to those of the quintic as,
In the case of Q [1] with discrete torsion, the wrapped D9 becomes a NC brane generated by the algebra eqs(4.11). At the fixed point of Q [1] , a real two cycle shrinks to zero and the original NC wrapped D9
reduces to a NC wrapped D7 described by;
The singular modes at the orbifold point are carried by the Q operator and its inverse Q −1 as shown on the following eqs.
However due to the complete reducibility property of I D(Z5) namely I D(Z5) = 5 n=1 Π n , eqs(5.17) describe in fact a set of five commuting Euclidean wrapped D7 branes parameterized as
Therefore at the orbifold point of R ′ /Z 5 , we have five fractional wrapped D7 branes. Moreover since near the singularity, Φ 1 and Φ 2 split as 20) there are also massless modes φ 1,n ∼ a + n and φ 2,n ∼ a − n living on the wrapped D7 branes. They are propagating modes traveling between Φ i,n and Φ i,n±1 fractional branes. The quiver diagram representing the fractional D branes is also a ∆ 5 pentagon with wrapped D7 siting at the vertices and massless modes represented by the links. A similar analysis to that we have developed above may be also written down for the B 2 ⊲⊳ S 2 and B 3 ⊲⊳ S 3 quintic fibrations. The five links joining the neighboring π n nodes describe massless fields of the effective field theory on the D4 branes at singularity. For each fibration, there are (2 × 5) massless complex fields which we denote as χ a,ka ∼ a + ka and ψ a,ka ∼ a − ka . In particular at z 1 = z 2 = z 3 = 0, we have therefore triplets of massless fields as shown on table (5.21) where we give the fields spectrum on the fractional wrapped D7 branes on B a at the various singularities.
Fields Spectrum
Chiral fields → Massless complex fields Number of massless fields
Locus
Such analysis can also be extended to the case where the orbifold is realized as Q [2] ∼ R ′′ /Z 2 5 .
5.3
Fractional Branes on Q [2] There are three manifest fibrations of the commutative quintic orbifold Q [2] depending on the nature of the Z 
The singular representations of NC Q nc [2] may be obtained by starting from the regular representation eqs(4.11) and taking the appropriate limits. For the S 12 singular space, the field moduli are associated with q 1 i = q 2 i = 0 and taking z 1 , z 2 and z 3 to zero. We have for theS 12 fiber,
and for B 12 ,
Once the limit to the singular point is taken, the non vanishing matrix moduli Φ i , i = 4, 5, are proportional to the identity I D(G) of D (G). As before this property reflects just the existence of fractional D branes at the orbifold point z 1 = z 2 = z 3 = 0. To illustrate the idea, let us reconsider the example of the D9 brane of type IIB string wrapped on Q [2] ; with local coordinates (x µ ; y 1 , ..., y 3 );. the x µ 's being the longitudinal non compact coordinates of the D3 part of D9, while the y compact coordinates are as in eqs (5.16) . In presence of discrete torsion, the wrapped D9 on Q [2] becomes a NC brane generated by the algebra eqs(4.4) where the q a i charges are as indicted above. At the fixed points of Q [2] where a real four cycle shrinks to zero, the NC wrapped D9 give rise to twenty five fractional wrapped D5 branes on B 12 ∼ CP 1 . The transverse coordinates of these fractional D5 branes are given by; . Moreover since near the singularity the Φ 1 , Φ 2 and Φ 3 operators may also be split as An analogous analysis may be also made for the B 23 ⊲⊳ S 23 and B 31 ⊲⊳ S 31 fibrations. As the results one gets are similar, we will omit this part. In the end of this discussion, let us give the results for orbifold of H n .
Extension:
Here we give the results for generic complex n dimension hypersurface z . In this case the torsion matrix η ab = η (ab) + η [ab] has to belong to SL (n, Z) where the antisymmetric part η [ab] is non zero in presence of discrete torsion.
Geometrically, the corresponding NC geometry is an elliptic fibration with base H n and fiber a real (n + 2) dimensional Fuzzy torus T n+2 β ij . The β ij cocycles are as
where now the n vectors q a = (q a i ) have (n + 2) integer entries and satisfy the CY condition n+2 i=1 q a i = 0. These charge vectors can be chosen as,
... 
Conclusion
Using results on type II string compactification on CY orbifolds and the algebraic geometry method of Berenstein and Leigh, we have have developed the study fractional D branes on generic complex n dimension NC orbifolds of CY hypersurfaces H n . This is an explicit study which give the general solutions for NC geometry and complete by the way special results obtained previously in [2, 24] . It also allows a more insight in NC geometry induced by discrete torsion and recovers as a particular case stringy constructions in connection with orbifolds of D = 4 SYM theory embedded in type II string compactifications on local CY orbifolds with discrete torsion [38] . The general solutions we have obtained have geometric and algebraic interpretations and can moreover be viewed as an explicit verification of Adams and Fabinger conjecture regarding emergent dimensions considered recently in [46] .
Geometrically, we have shown that the NC orbifolds with discrete torsion are special elliptic fiber bundles based on H n and fuzzy torii as fibers. The latters resolve singularities and lead to a fractionalisation of D branes due to the complete reducibility property of the representations of the orbifold group at singularities. In the large n limit our analysis extends naturally; the discrete Z n+2 group factors tends to U (1) and the original Dp branes are mapped to Dp + 2 ones in accord with the prediction of [46] ; but also with the explicit computation made in [2, 24] . In the continuous limit the solutions are quite similar; rational torii fibers considered in the present study are replaced in the continuum by irrational ones; for details see [24, 33] .
Algebraically, the general solutions we have derived in this paper offers, amongst others, a remarkable classification of NC orbifolds. This classification is completely characterized by the two following: (i) the q a i vector charges of the orbifold group Z n n+2 with n > 1 and (ii) a n × n matrix η ab = η (ab) + η [ab] of the group SL(n, Z) defining the various possible orbifolds. Discrete torsion exists whenever the η [ab] antisymmetric part is non zero. In addition to the fact that they go beyond the known ones in literature, our solutions exhibit manifestly the discrete torsion dependence embodied by η [ab] and full orbifold geometric invariance carried by the q a i s. In this regards it is worthwhile to recall that the β ij cocycles appearing in Z i Z j = β ij Z j Z i NC geometry relations read, in terms of q Supersymmetric field theoretic aspects of this construction seems to be linked to deformations by N = 1 adjoint matter superpotentials; progress in this issue will be considered in a future occasion.
